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LONG-FORM MARKETING CONTENT
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PROLOGUE:
5 AD COPY TOOLS FOR MORE EFFECTIVE CONTENT

“You’re not a copywriter anymore.”
“I’m not?”
“You’re a content writer.”
“What’s the difference?”
“There’s work for content writers.”
“Okay.”
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5 Ad Copy Tools For More Effective Content
I want to assume that you don’t care about content marketing or copywriting.
Sure, those are the keywords that brought you to this article. But if this were an ad,
you wouldn’t want to read it. I’d have to work very hard to get, hold and reward your
interest.
Here are 5 ways that same effort can keep readers get more from your blogs, white
papers, more.
Open with a hook.
For SEO, the opening has to leverage keywords. But you don’t have to wrap them in a
high school thesis statement.
Use keywords in a story, a joke or a quote. Maybe surprise the reader with a bold
statement or unexpected fact. Share a sentiment to establish rapport.
Take the headline to a bigger, broader, more interesting promise than what you
offered in the headline.
Keep sentences simple, paragraphs short.
I wrote this sentence at a fourth grade reading level. And yes, I’m sure you’re better
educated than that.
But when you assume, like I do, that nobody wants to you read your copy, you do all
you can to make reading it less of a chore. Even if a technically savvy audience forces
you to use polysyllabic jargon, you surround it with monosyllables.
In advertising, that’s a necessity. In content, it’s a courtesy.
Don’t lean too heavily on bullets and subheads.
I worked with a lot of great copywriters who hated them. Yet their work was
successful. Often, because they can tell the whole story in a few strong sentences.
And when that isn’t possible, they artfully draw you into the copy and use “breathless
prose” to keep you reading. They add the subheads, underlines, bullets and other
highlights after the writing is done.
The main points become scannable, and what surrounds them is worth reading.
(Continued)
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Infuse your brand promise.
Sum up your what your brand stands for in a word or three. Like FedEx’s Peace
of Mind or Ritz Carlton’s Impeccable Service.
Now check every piece of content before it goes out to make sure it delivers on
that promise.
You may not have HubSpot’s budget for copy editors to ensure a consistent
voice, but your work can still be on-brand.
Reward the reader for staying with you.
By the end of the post you’ll have been with me for 479 words. I owe you more
than a ‘tell me what you told me’ close.
Can I surprise you with a zinger? An extra proof point? Maybe a sixth tool? A
smile? There are countless ways to leave readers with an upbeat feeling about
your brand.
Sometimes, I like to be a little candid. Like now, when I pat myself on the back
for writing this somewhat sophisticated post at a 5.3 Grade reading level.
My software might have scored it easier to read, but monosyllables is
polysyllabic.
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WHITE PAPER:
THE DATA IN THE DATA
“Did you ever write a white paper?”
“No.”
“Do you know anything about sales
management?”
“Not really.”
“We want to test you with a white paper for
sales managers?”
“I don’t do test assignments that large.”
“Well pay you.”
“Okay”
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The Data
in the Data:
Using 5 underappreciated sales metrics
to drive insights and results

Value of a selling hour:
the $63,888 question

Like most sales leaders,
you’re probably up to your
eyeballs in metrics.

Use the worksheet below to determine the

You know how many leads came in. How
many closed. With a few clicks of a mouse
(or taps on your iPad), you can know
can probably recite in your sleep.

you if, where or how you can improve.

dice the data to see how your team and

1-
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salespeople spend over one hour each day

Rollio can turn a half hour of data entry into

The Data in the Data: Using 5 underappreciated sales metrics to drive insights and results

29% of salespeople spend over one hour each day on data entry.
just one hour
an extra $63,888 ($1,331/hour X 48 weeks/yr.) per rep

Worksheet:

Calculate the value of a selling hour
Insert your numbers
Total Sales Quota

$

$12,000,000

Total Sales Team

$

$1,652,000

Total Value of sales

$

$10,348,000

Number of reps

quota per rep

14
$

Average # of selling hours
in a year
Value of a selling hour

Projected sales gain by
moving 1 hour a week from

8

$739,142
555.4*

$

Working weeks in a year

2-

For example...

$1,3331
48

$

$63,888

The Data in the Data: Using 5 underappreciated sales metrics to drive insights and results

Lead Response Time: How it
can improve your win rate

Active vs. Open
Opportunities: Use it to keep
your sales team focused

look at these stats.
•

opportunity.
process before they contact a rep.

•
responded at all.
•

your salespeople may be too focused on
Rollio helps ensure that you have the

web leads within
are 9X
the sale.

business environment,

1.
Can you track them back to lead

you can measure and
control.
a mechanism for lead
to your CRM. Or at least

2.

Direct your
team to contact these prospects, re-

soon as a lead comes in.
up on the leads, not when they report the
follow-up into the CRM.

deal forward.

deliver the best ROI.

3-
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The Data in the Data: Using 5 underappreciated sales metrics to drive insights and results

Win Rate: The dollars are in
the details

Sales Cycle Length: Find
those roadblocks you can
plow through

every sales leader knows like the back of
his hand. But it only tells you so much.
However, if the CRM system is populated
deals somehow be accelerated?
•
win rate but low dollar value per sale.
•

For instance, say you
Maybe you can build more needs

best able to close them.

•

Maybe you can

•

•

Maybe there are some back
on.

•

that many of your top performers already
from their own experience and use of the
CRM.
indicated they were power users who

results.

salespeople.
simple text or speech commands, Rollio
helps turn more sales people into power

details.
4-
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The Data in the Data: Using 5 underappreciated sales metrics to drive insights and results

Key Steps in the Sales Cycle

Before you contact or follow-up with a
lead, you research the company and,
possibly, the individual.

52%
salespeople indicated

readiness to buy.
Needs assessment

they were
users who take full

With every sales contact, more needs may
and they need to be answered.

promised, maybe a request for referrals.
With good data, you can examine every activity at every stage in the
pipeline to see what works and what doesn’t.

5-
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The Data in the Data: Using 5 underappreciated sales metrics to drive insights and results

Getting Comprehensive Data to Perform

impossible to obtain with manual data

and formats the data for the sales

performance

habits and train people to follow them.

17% of salespeople
cite
as the

6-
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and use them.

INFOGRAPHIC:
8 LEAD RESPONSE SECRETS TO HELP YOU WIN
“Have you ever written an infographic?”
“It depends on what you mean by infographic.”
“A terse listicle.”
“No.”
“We need it by Wednesday.”
“Okay.”
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3 CORPORATE BLOGS

DON’T LET YOUR SHIPPING PRACTICES CHARGEBACK TO HAUNT YOU

5 HIDDEN EXPENSE REPORT COSTS AND HOW TO ELIMINATE THEM

OSCAR MADISON’S LESSON FOR COPYWRITERS*

*In this case, the corporate sponsor was markspectorwrites.com
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Don’t Let Your Shipping Practices Chargeback to
Haunt You.
You did everything right. You took the order, packed it and shipped it out the same day it was
received. The customer may have even signed a receipt for the package.
So, why the chargeback?
Sometimes things go wrong in shipping. A fragile or not-so-fragile product can dent or break. A
bottle can open, spill and ruin the rest of the order.
And up to 86% of consumers, for whatever reason, would rather deal with a credit card company
than you. The chargeback fees and fines—the potential loss of processing privileges—that’s your
problem, not theirs.
Here are some ways to mitigate the issue.

•Understand your carrier’s content restrictions: Even if federal laws don’t require you to label
something hazardous, there can still be restrictions. The U.S. Postal Service has special rules
about everything from fresh foods and plants to battery-powered toys. Check your shipping
provider’s rules and follow them.

•Secure potentially risky products: Some products may seem harmless, but could create
problems in transit. Lithium batteries need to be in pressure-proof cases, or they can explode.
Common liquids, like concentrated supplements, can cause accidents if they leak. Be sure to
properly seal them

•Consider using a shipping partner: The most successful merchants scrutinize every product
and have time-tested solutions for difficult merchandise. They also know each carrier’s rules
and how to set up procedures to meet your unique needs.

•Make it easy for your customers to get a refund: Pinpoint Assure Shipping Insurance gives
customers a neutral third party to contact when there’s a problem with their order. They can
file a claim 24/7, by email or phone and get a fast refund. For customers, it can be easier than
contacting their bank. That can reduce the chargeback ratio, and protect your processing
privileges.
Best shipping practices can enhance your reputation. Both with customers and credit card
processors.
Click here to learn more about Pinpoint Assure Shipping Insurance.
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5 Hidden Expense Report Costs and How to Eliminate
Them
One night in a hotel for one employee, including meals, costs on average $185. Less in
some cities. More in others. The ensuing expense report can cost another $110 to
process. Here’s the breakdown:
Cost 1) 20 minutes to produce one expense report
The Global Business Travel Association (GBTA) reports that it takes an average of
20 minutes to complete one expense report. Depending on your software systems,
the amount of data you need, and its complexity, your employees’ time may be
more or less.
Cost 2) $58 to process the report
The typical expense report may have several layers of review and approval. Once
it’s approved, it has to be allocated to the right cost center and reconciled in the
books. You may also have to cut reimbursement checks. If you gave a cash
advance, you have to collect and deposit the unused fund. That’s assuming
everything is correct and approved.
Cost 3) Errors in 19% of expense reports
The survey showed that 1 in 5 expense reports had errors. Missing receipts.
Numbers that didn’t match. Incorrect GL codes. Simple mistakes that are not so
simple to correct.
Cost 4) 18 minutes to correct the error
Fixing an expense report takes almost as much time as completing it for the first
time. 18 minutes, according to the survey. Employees have to find the correct
information, then recompile and resubmit the report.
Cost 5) $52 to correct one expense report
All those layers of approval again have to look at the report. In a compliance-heavy
industry, you might also have to justify the resubmission in your records for
auditors.
Worth noting that these figures were compiled in a survey of the Global Business Travel
Association members. These are companies that generally have the software and
resources to streamline expense reporting, management and compliance. In a small
organization, people may measure the cost in time and aggravation, not dollars and
cents.
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Continued

To Cut the Cost of Expense Reports, Cut Them Out Altogether
What if you didn’t have to calculate, allocated and approved after the money has been
spent? What if you could have all the budgets and approvals are in place before the
money is spent? Here are those same costs with PEX:
Cost 1) 0 minutes to produce one expense report
Users report expenses in real-time through a mobile app. They pick cost centers
from a dropdown menu of only those GL codes they’re approved to use. A photo
of the receipt submits it.
Cost 2) $0 expense reports to process
Using custom GL Codes, users automatically allocate each purchase to the correct
budget or cost center. The automatically generated Settlement Detail report has
all the information an auditor would look for in an expense report.
Moreover, Since spending was authorized in advance, approvals can be a
formality. There are no reimbursement checks to cut and the system automatically
defunds cards, so there’s unused funds to collect and deposit.
Cost 3) Errors in , maybe, 2% of spending
We’re not going to say that mistakes don’t happen. But they’re rare. An amount
may not match a receipt. An employee may use the wrong GL code. Either way…
Cost 4) 1 minute to correct the errors
If there is an error, it only takes a moment someone in finance to correct the
amount or reallocate the spending to the correct GL code
Cost 5) $0 to approve the corrected information
Once the numbers on the receipts match the numbers that were reported and the
GL codes are corrected, there’s no need for another round of review. Everything
was approved before the money was spent.
The lesson is clear. If you want to reduce the cost of spending, manage your spending
with PEX.
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Oscar Madison’s Lesson for Copywriters
"I can't take it anymore, Felix, I'm cracking
up. Everything you do irritates me. And
when you're not here, the things I know
you're gonna do when you come in irritate
me. You leave me little notes on my pillow.
Told you 158 times I can't stand little notes
on my pillow. ‘We're all out of cornflakes.
F.U.’ Took me three hours to figure out F.U.
was Felix Unger!”
Our English teachers taught us to be
concise. They told us to strike
redundancies, repetitive words and
phrases.
Apparently Neil Simon, the playwright
creator of Oscar Madison and Felix Unger,
missed that class. Or, more likely, he chose
to ignore it.
Simon understood that minds wander.
People get distracted. A loud sneeze and
half the audience can miss an important
point.
In Neil Simon scenes, each main point is
repeated before the characters move on to
the next. The audience always knows
what’s happening and why.
Look at the first sentence of the Oscar
Madison speech above. The main clauses
are redundant. And in each of the three
sentence pairs that follow, Simon repeats
key words and phrases to set you up, paint
the picture and deliver the punchline.
You probably didn’t realize this until I
pointed it out.
Just as consumers don’t realize when a
landing page headline repeats the theme of
the email. Without the redundancy, they
drop off. There’s a disconnect; the time
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between the click on the link and the
landing page’s load is a sneeze in the
theater.
Consumers also don’t think about how
mass market direct mail packages repeat
key benefits on the envelope, letter
headline, letter subheads and bullets,
brochures, lift notes, calls-to-action and
applications. The mind can’t wander too far
without coming back to those “300,000
bonus points.”
That’s not to say I advocate this for all
situations. You wouldn’t repeat yourself in
tweet, social post or brief email.
In collateral for a big ticket, high-interest
product, you don’t want to tune your
English teacher out too much.
But for a lot of the work we do, finding
those key points and phrases and slipping
them in or pounding them home can make
a difference between the success and
failure of a campaign.
Call it hack writing, if you will. That’s pretty
much how Neil Simon was viewed in his
day. We may love The Odd Couple today,
but if you were a highbrow critic in the
1960s, bashing its author was part of your
job. Yet Neil Simon plays made lots of
money.
And isn’t that what we are supposed to do
for our clients?
The opinions expressed in this post are
solely my own and do not express the views
of my employer, their affiliates or their
clients.
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3 EDUCATIONAL VIDEOS
Boxes link to YouTube

How to Buy Gold
and Silver:
Basic Terms Explained

Sell Gold and Silver

High Security, Private
Storage of Your Precious
Metals
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THE LAST MARK SPECTOR LETTER
“The client wants a Mark Spector letter.”
“How do they even know what that is?”
“We told them?”
“Why? Nobody reads long letters like that
anymore.”
“It doesn’t matter. The client wants one.”
“Whatever.”

Five days later
“You can’t make the type that small.”
“We didn’t budget for two sheets.”
“Whatever.”

Five weeks later
“How did that DIA package do?”
“About twice as well as expected.”
“Whatever.”
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EPILOGUE:
THE SCARF AND THE TUMOR BOARD
This fable begins at a pre-pro meeting for a commercial shoot. There are eight scarves
on the wardrobe table but the actress can only wear one. Which scarf will it be?
The answer is not so simple. How will it look under the lights? Does it go with the
blouse we just selected? Will the colors clash with the background? Is it on brand?
Those present include a writer, art director, two producers, three agency executives,
and two client executives. (The director and stylist, ironically if you think about it, say
nothing.)
About five subway stops away, the Sloan Kettering tumor board will meet to discuss my
friend’s case. His rare cancer has taken a complex turn and every option in their toolkit
has benefits and drawbacks.
I don’t know how many doctors were at the tumor board meeting. I don’t know their
specialties, subspecialties or seniorities. But I will bet that it took them less time to
decide on a course of treatment than it took the agency and client to pick out a scarf.
There’s a fine line between detail and minutia. If you ever feel that line is being crossed,
it might pay to remember the outcomes of those two meetings.
The commercial ran, did its job and disappeared. Ten years later, none of the client or
agency people still had their jobs.
But my friend is still alive.
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ABOUT THE WRITER

Mark Spector…

“...is a seasoned A-list creative professional.”
“...gets his head around any topic and produces snappy
headlines or long-text copy or anything in between.”
“...brings a high level of passionate engagement to every
assignment he takes on. “
“...was born a creative director; spend five seconds with him and
you'll leave with five million-dollar ideas.”
“...is one of the most effective advertising copywriters and
creative managers I've ever worked with.”

Mark@MarkSpectorWrites.com
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